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So what is the Soundtect USP? 
Now that the streets have died down again since the crazy days of CDW, we 
wanted to firstly say ‘Thank you for visiting!’ but to also remind 
you of who we are and what we can offer. Apart from our superb collection 
of UK stocked wall and ceiling panels in our standard 3D and Class ranges, 
Soundtect is a great company to take on bespoke requests. In fact we thrive 
on it! 

But not only this, as one of the few acoustic suppliers in the UK who 
manufactures their own products, when we tell you how sustainable we are, 
we know this is true. WHY, because we create all our products from recycled 
PET, which has already been used in a previous life as exhibition carpets 
which WE ALSO manufactured, which we KNOW were originally manufactured 
from recycled plastic from our factories’ other divisions.. 

Our sustainable approach is not only circular economy at its best, but has 
been highly recognised and applauded by the Hong Kong government for its 
contribution to reducing environmental pollution. Our manufacturing plants 
have ZERO CO2 emissions, ZERO Water emissions and all our products are low 
VOC. 

And whats more all our packaging is also RECYCLABLE and if we are installing 
for you too, our incredible installation teams ALSO recycle all the 
packaging at their local recycle plant, who, just to hammer it home, have 
ALSO been recognised for their contribution to sustainability. 

https://mailchi.mp/soundtect/postcard-from-clerkenwell-where-design-and-function-go-hand-in-hand?e=12ae4e48e5


 

Visit the Soundtect Website  

 

http://www.soundtect.com/
https://soundtect.com/projects/rosewood-le-guanahani-hotel-project-saint-batholomey-bahamas/


 

 

Lets talk 
Bespoke 
Solutions.. 

We feel very 
honoured that 
Soundtect are often 
approached to 
develop and 
manufacture unique 
solutions and we 
absolutely love it. 
Our fantastic 
engineering team 
are superb at 
solving challenges. 
So if you have a 
totally fresh idea, 
who better to ask 
than Soundtect. 
This prestigious 
hotel project in 
the Bahamas used 
Freestyle on the 
walls and ceilings 
printed to look 
like tiles for a 
superb finish with 
high acoustic 
properties, which 
worked like a 
dream. 

Read more  

here!  

 

      

https://soundtect.com/projects/rosewood-le-guanahani-hotel-project-saint-batholomey-bahamas/
https://soundtect.com/projects/rosewood-le-guanahani-hotel-project-saint-batholomey-bahamas/


Ceiling applications 
Freestyle is the obvious choice for 
bespoke designs but with all the 
solutions we offer, nothing is 
impossible. Bespoke rounded rafts 
with lighting, Concave 3D panels, 
birds that fly in the draught or 
heat, baffles with led lighting, 
crashing waves on walls. We are so 
very lucky to have such a brilliant 
team behind us who can bring any 
idea to life. 

Freestyle: Free your  

limitations  

 

 

 

      

 

 

https://soundtect.com/products/freestyle/freestyle/freestyle/
https://soundtect.com/products/freestyle/freestyle/freestyle/
https://soundtect.com/projects/financial-giant/


 

 

 

        

Wall Applications 

Wall applications are always fantastic opportunities for us to try new 
technologies and finishes such as the NEW Ripple which is individual strips 
of curved acoustic tubes initially developed for seven floors of corridors 
in a large office fit out. Choose from 5 widths and 24 colours to any 
height you need but a maximum length 2400mm 

 

 

 

 

https://soundtect.com/projects/grand-union/
https://soundtect.com/products/freestyle/freestyle/ripple/
https://soundtect.com/products/freestyle/freestyle/ripple/


 

        

This cinema project in Malaga had a number of Cubism panels perforated 
to allow the sound to fill the auditorium without losing the design 

quality. 

 

 

 

 



 

        

Soundtect has supplied many fabulous projects around the world but this 
was one of the most challenging. This domed planetarium in Kuwait needed 
concave 3D Tetris panels so we designed over 36 different moulds to 
follow the curve of the building. The result is fantastic. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

      

  

 

https://soundtect.com/projects/alghanim-international-planetarium-kuwait-city-kuwait/

